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The incidence of spontaneous tumors was greater when the high fat diets
were instituted at 24 weeks of age than when they were fed beginning at   :
38 weeks.  Tannenbaum and Silverstone (1957) noted that tumor incidence   $
was greater in obese mice than in normal mice and that caloric restric-
tion inhibited mammary tumorigenesis in normal mice.  This was also
observed by Waxier and colleagues, who induced obesity in mice with gold  «
thioglucose and observed that spontaneous mammary carcinomas developed
more quickly in obese mice than in controls (Waxier, 1954; Waxier e£ al.,  '
1953). After reducing the weight of the obese mice below that of con-    i
trols (which were also treated with gold thioglucose) by limiting their
dietary intake, they observed a decrease in mammary tumors compared to
controls.  The effects of caloric restriction on reducing the incidence   |
of chemically induced tumors can be negated by increasing the dose of the  ;
carcinogen (King et al., 1949; Tannenbaum and Silverstone, 1957; White,   \
1961; White et_ al., 1944). By feeding mice isocaloric high and low fat   f
diets, Tannenbaum (1942) provided evidence that fat, rather than calories
per se, was responsible for enhancing tumorigenesis. This observation
differed from the findings of Lavik and Baumann (1943), who reported that  I
the caloric content of the diet had a greater effect than the level of
fat on the induction of skin tumors in mice by 3-methylcholanthrene.
These earlier studies have been comprehensively reviewed by Tannenbaum    >
(1959), Tannenbaum and Silverstone (1957), and Carroll and Khor (1975).
In 1970, Carroll and Khor again pointed out that the level of dietary	I
fat was as important as the amount of 7,12-dime thy lbenz[a_] anthracene	i
(DMBA) administered to induce breast cancer. They studied the effect of	[
both high and low doses of the carcinogen fed to rats in corn oil. At	I
the low dose (1 mg), rats fed a 20% corn oil diet exhibited more tumors	j
and a shorter latent period, but no difference in the number of tumors	I
per tumor-bearing rat, as compared to rats fed a 0.5% corn oil diet.	['
When the dose of DMBA was increased to 2.5 mg, the high fat diet in-	i
creased tumor incidence and the number of tumors, but did not alter the	I
latent period.	I
>
The quality or type of lipid was also shown to be an important factor  !
in the induction of breast cancer by DMBA (Carroll and Khor, 1971). The
incidence of tumors at this site was uniformly high with all dietary fats  I
tested at a level of 20% in the diet, but the number of tumors per group   |
and per tumor-bearing rat was proportionally greater in the rats fed un-   |
saturated fats. Furthermore, it was apparent that the yield of tumors     |
per group was also influenced by the level of essential fatty acid—      \
linoleic acid—present in the fat.  Groups of rats fed tallow or coconut   f
oil (which are inadequate sources of linoleate) had significantly fewer    I
tumors than groups fed polyunsaturated fats (which are adequate sources    <
of linoleate). Because the enhancement of breast tumorigenesis by high
fat diets was observed when the diets were fed after tumor initiation by   i
DMBA, the investigators concluded that dietary fat exerted its effect
during the promotional phase (Carroll, 1980). As the dose of carcinogen
was increased, the promotional effect of high fat diets became stronger.   |
There is a limit to the promotional effects of dietary fats, however,      |

